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In addition to the vesting period, Vconomics provides the token as a reward for holding an investment in their platform.
Innovation and Financial Regulation Vconomics works in areas of financial regulation and is in partnership with a number of
financial institutions, enabling them to collaborate to deliver the best practice to investors. These are all members of the fintech
regulatory sandbox that was established in September 2016 as part of the ongoing development of the FCA’s sandbox regulatory
programme. fintech sandbox programme is designed to enable innovative firms to take part in a safe, regulated environment that
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provides them with the opportunity to pilot, learn and scale. Vconomics was one of the first to join the initiative. The platform’s
ability to work with various financial services will enhance its ability to bring value to tokenholders. Vconomics is a part of the
growing ecosystem of digital assets. This area has become a focus for the FCA and includes digital currencies, initial coin
offerings (ICOs) and exchange-traded products (ETPs). Vconomics’ KYC and AML systems comply with strict guidelines set
by the FCA and deliver secure and effective identity checks and compliance processes. Structure of the Verifereum Platform
Vconomics’ Verifereum platform is based on the Ethereum Blockchain and built on a public and private network for peer to
peer networks. The blockchain technology used by Vconomics also provides the basis for the Veconomics network
(Verifereum) and enables both efficient and secure network traffic and transaction control. In the Vconomics platform, the P2P
network is also controlled by a centralized entity. The network ensures efficient and stable payment and transfer. Vconomics
MVP The Verifereum MVP is a model of the prototype of the Verifereum project platform that will be rolled out shortly. A
key development is the integration of a crypto-asset exchange for the trading of Verifereum tokens. The Verifereum MVP
enables users to purchase tokens and other crypto assets using fiat currencies, digital currencies and other crypto assets as well
as using the MICS stored in Vconomics wallets. The platform allows the storage of MICS and other assets in the form of tokens
or other crypto assets. The Verifereum MVP also provides the instant purchase of a specified sum of tokens of other crypto
assets. 82157476af
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